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Abstract
We present a technique for continuous generation of volumetric images during SBRT using periodic kV imaging and
an external respiratory surrogate signal to drive a patient-specific PCA motion model. Using the on-board imager, kV
radiographs are acquired every 3 seconds and used to fit the parameters of a motion model so that it matches observed
changes in internal patient anatomy. A multi-dimensional correlation model is established between the motion model
parameters and the external surrogate position and velocity, enabling volumetric image reconstruction between kV
imaging time points. Performance of the algorithm was evaluated using 10 realistic eXtended CArdiac-Torso (XCAT)
digital phantoms including 3D anatomical respiratory deformation programmed with 3D tumor positions measured with
orthogonal kV imaging of implanted fiducial gold markers. The clinically measured ground truth 3D tumor positions
provided a dataset with realistic breathing irregularities, and the combination of periodic on-board kV imaging with
recorded external respiratory surrogate signal was used for correlation modeling to account for any changes in internal-
external correlation. The three-dimensional tumor positions are reconstructed with an average root mean square error
(RMSE) of 1.47 mm, and an average 95th percentile 3D positional error of 2.80 mm compared with the clinically measured
ground truth 3D tumor positions. This technique enables continuous 3D anatomical image generation based on periodic
kV imaging of internal anatomy without the additional dose of continuous kV imaging. The 3D anatomical images
produced using this method can be used for treatment verification and delivered dose computation in the presence of
irregular respiratory motion.
Keywords: Respiratory Motion Modeling, Continuous Volumetric Image Generation, Deformable Image Registration
(DIR), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), External Respiratory Surrogate
1. Introduction
Respiratory motion is an outstanding challenge for
radiation therapy treatments of many thoracic and ab-
dominal malignancies. This motion may result in organ
displacements of several centimeters, particularly in the
superior-inferior (SI) direction [1, 2, 3]. The respiratory
motion is three-dimensional and non-rigid, affecting both
the target lesion(s) as well as adjacent organs at risk,
potentially causing deviations in the planned dose (tar-
get underdosage and increased dose to normal tissues)
[4, 1, 2, 5, 6].
In current standard clinical practice, accounting for or-
gan motion relies on the use of 4DCT [7, 8] to define an
internal target volume that encompasses the target mo-
tion. In standard 4DCT acquisition protocols, the imag-
ing represents just one or two respiratory cycles in each
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region of the patient anatomy. This inherently presents a
limited view of the patient’s breathing pattern as it does
not reflect any breath-to-breath changes in motion. This
can lead to substantial uncertainties in the internal target
volume derived from a 4DCT dataset [9, 10, 11, 12]. More-
over, 4DCT images obtained during pre-treatment simula-
tion may not represent internal patient anatomy and organ
motion at the time of treatment, as the patient’s breath-
ing pattern may change in the intervening time [13, 14].
Even with modern techniques such as using 4DCT during
simulation, using breathing coaching or the ABC method,
there are still residual uncertainties in the location of the
target and normal tissue due to day-to-day changes in a
patient’s breathing pattern. The impact of these day-to-
day changes on the delivered dose is not well known, and
may lead to deviations between the planned and the de-
livered dose. Generating continuous 3D images would al-
low to assess these changes and to potentially re-calculate
the delivered dose, to improve the accuracy and safety of
SBRT.
Respiratory motion modeling techniques can be used
to overcome some of the limitations of traditional 4DCT-
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based techniques, enabling improved 3D localization of
target lesions and surrounding normal tissues [15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20]. Often, these patient-specific motion-models
are created with information available prior to radiother-
apy treatment, such as 4DCT [21, 22, 20, 23], 4DCBCT
[24, 25], or an external surrogate signal [26]. Deformable
image registration (DIR) can be performed between the
3D images of each respiratory phase to produce a set of
3D displacement vector fields (DVFs) that describe the
respiratory motion in these scans.
A simplified model of the motion-induced deformations
can be created by using a dimensionality-reduction tech-
nique, such as PCA, which allows the full DVF to be de-
scribed as a linear combination of a small subset of vector
fields. The entire 3D representation of a patient’s anatomy
at an arbitrary respiratory state can then be generated
using only a small number of model parameters. Other
information, such as lung tidal volume and airflow [23], or
an external respiratory surrogate [26, 27, 28, 29, 19] can
also be incorporated in the model.
3D fluoroscopic image generation is a technique that
uses a patient-specific respiratory motion model in com-
bination with 2D x-ray projection images acquired during
treatment to reconstruct a full 3D volume [14]. Parame-
ters of the motion model are determined using an iterative
optimization procedure in which a digitally reconstructed
radiograph (DRR) of the modeled patient anatomy is com-
pared with the acquired image, and the model parameters
are then adjusted for an optimal match.
Previous motion modeling-based approaches have
demonstrated that kV or MV images [30, 24, 25, 31, 14], as
well as external surrogate signals [26, 32], can be used inde-
pendently to generate volumetric images. However, these
techniques have limitations that can pose challenges for
clinical implementation. For kV image-based techniques,
the image acquisition frame rate is impacted by the poten-
tial for excess imaging dose (continuous fluoroscopy can
add up to 1.2 Gy over a treatment course [33, 34, 35]),
as well as machine constraints (e.g. the Varian TrueBeam
platform used in our clinic limits in-treatment kV imaging
to a rate of 1/3 Hz in clinical mode), which may result
in images being acquired too infrequently to fully capture
the motion during each breath. The use of MV portal im-
ages is also limited due to the small and complex apertures
used with modulated treatments as well as reduced soft-
tissue contrast. For external surrogate-based techniques,
the correlation between the surrogate signal and internal
patient anatomy can change over time [36, 37, 38].
Prior studies have shown that it is possible to track
tumor motion using orthogonal kV imaging of implanted
fiducial gold markers and with an external surrogate in-
frared signal to assess internal-external anatomy correla-
tion [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. However, these techniques
only track the motion of a the fiducial markers, and do
not capture the full three-dimensional motion, which may
include relative motion between the tumor and nearby or-
gans at risk. Furthermore, many clinical accelerators often
do not have fixed orthogonal x-ray systems.
We present a technique that combines periodic trig-
gered kV images with an external respiratory surrogate
to drive a patient-specific motion model built from a pre-
treatment 4DCT scan. This method is novel in that it
combines image-derived model fitting with a continuous
external surrogate signal, providing the capability to gen-
erate continuous volumetric images based on kV images of
internal anatomy changes while at the same time requiring
only limited kV imaging. This technique addresses many
limitations of previous motion modeling techniques and
enables high time-resolution 3D anatomical image genera-
tion using information that is available on current clinical
treatment machines and often already acquired as part of
current clinical treatments.
2. Methods and materials
2.1. Technique Overview
This technique extends prior work that generates 3D
anatomical images based on single kV radiographs [14, 31]
or external surrogate signals [26], and establishes a frame-
work that uses information from both approaches through
a correlation model. It is designed to rely on capabilities
that are already present in or integrated with many cur-
rent clinical treatment machines: an on-board kV imaging
source and panel, and an external respiratory surrogate.
A patient would be set up for treatment according to
clinical standard of care, with the addition of a respiratory
monitoring device such as an abdominal marker block (e.g.
as in the RPM system [1, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]) or spirom-
etry device [23, 52, 53, 54, 55]. Additionally, during treat-
ment the kV imaging panel would be deployed and would
acquire kV images every 3 seconds (this is the current max-
imum frame rate of the in-treatment kV image functional-
ity in clinical mode on the Varian TrueBeam accelerators
used in our clinic). The information from these modali-
ties will then be combined with a motion model from a
treatment planning 4DCT (or potentially a pre-treatment
4DCBCT) to enable volumetric image generation.
2.2. Modified digital XCAT phantom with realistic breath-
ing from clinically measured patient data
The overall accuracy of a time-varying volumetric
anatomical image generation technique can be difficult to
assess with clinically acquired data due to the lack of a
ground truth volumetric image to compare the generated
volumetric image against. To address this issue, we use the
hybrid digital eXtended CArdiac-Torso (XCAT) phan-
tom [56, 57, 58] seen in fig. 1. This phantom incorporates
realistic anatomy [59] for which a ground truth is unam-
biguously defined from clinical tumor position measure-
ments, and also allows for customized irregular breathing
profiles [60, 61]. This technique has been developed and
used previously in our group [14, 26, 31, 25, 24, 62, 63],
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and has proved useful in quantitatively assessing the accu-
racy of the 4D anatomical image generation over a variety
of patient-simulated conditions.
Figure 1: Example digital XCAT phantom reference coronal slice im-
age (red) overlayed with a reconstructed coronal slice image from an
inhale respiratory phase (cyan) of phantom #5, showing the tumor
and diaphragm moving inferiorly. The reconstructed displacement
vector field between the reference and reconstructed image is also
shown (cyan arrows).
The tumor motion trajectories that were used to gen-
erate the XCAT phantoms were acquired with the Mit-
subishi Real Time Radiation Therapy (RTRT) system at
the Radiation Oncology Clinic at the Nippon Telegraph
and Telephone Company Hospital in Sapporo, Hokkaido,
Japan [36, 37, 38, 64, 65]. A fluoroscopic x-ray system
was used to obtain stereoscopic images to localize 1.5 mm
gold fiducial markers implanted in lung tumors of patients
receiving radiotherapy. Volumetric digital XCAT phan-
toms were generated for each measured 3D tumor motion
trace. The simulated tumors were modeled as 2 cm di-
ameter spheres whose centroid moves in accordance with
the tumor motion measured using the RTRT system. The
breathing motion of the XCAT phantom is controlled by
the diaphragm displacement and anterior motion of the
ribs, and these parameters were varied to reproduce the ob-
served 3D tumor motion. The remainder of the anatomy is
moved and displaced according to the deformation model
within the XCAT software, which can be nonlinear.
In addition to the stereoscopically-acquired tumor po-
sitions, the RTRT system also included an external respi-
ratory surrogate (the Anzai 733V external respiratory sur-
rogate laser-based system [66, 38]) that reported the posi-
tion of the patient’s abdomen at a rate of 30 Hz [64, 65].
The synthetic XCAT images produced in this study are
thus independent from the external surrogate information
used to build the correlation model and being drawn from
the RTRT dataset.
Ten XCAT phantom sets were generated from 9 sepa-
rate patients (two separate datasets came from the same
patient). An open source graphical user interface software
was used to facilitate the creation of digital XCAT phan-
toms based on tumor positions clinically recorded with the
Figure 2: First 60 seconds of the respiratory trace from phantom #5
showing the external surrogate amplitude (plain black line), the sur-
rogate velocity (dashed magenta line) and the time points chosen for
generating the simulated 4DCT training phantoms (cyan triangles)
used for creating the motion model.
RTRT system [67]. Phantoms were created with an intrin-
sic resolution of 2 mm in the left-right (LR) and anterior-
posterior (AP) directions, and 2.5 mm in the superior-
inferior (SI) direction. The total number of voxels per
image is 256 × 256 × 140 = 9, 175, 040 (LR, AP, SI). The
XCAT images were produced every 0.2 second, and for
each patient the entire available respiratory trace was used,
which varied between 46.7 seconds and 292.0 seconds.
A training 4DCT dataset consisting of 10 images ap-
proximately distributed over the first breathing cycle in
the respiratory trace was produced for each XCAT dataset,
replicating the information that would be available to train
a motion model from clinical 4DCT images (empty cyan
triangles in fig. 2). These “4DCT” XCAT images are
spaced every 0.4 seconds for a total of 4 seconds, simi-
larly to previous studies on 4DCT motion modeling using
the XCAT phantom [68, 14, 31].
2.3. Volumetric image generation
2.3.1. PCA based respiratory motion model.
Each respiratory phase of the digital XCAT phantom
training 4DCT dataset was deformably registered to a
peak-exhale reference image from the same dataset using
a graphics processing unit (GPU) accelerated double force
demons algorithm [69] with the α parameter fixed to 2.0.
A patient-specific motion-model was then constructed by
performing PCA on the DVFs obtained with the registra-
tion, and retaining only the most important eigenvectors.
DVFs describing the respiratory motion can typically be
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well represented by a linear combination of 2 to 3 PCA
eigenvectors [26, 31, 14, 70, 22, 68, 28, 71, 72, 17, 19, 73]:
DVF = DVF+
N∑
n=1
wn(t)un (1)
where DVF is the mean DVF, un is the n
th basis eigen-
vector, wn(t) is the time dependent weighting coefficient
(also called PCA eigenvalue, or PCA weight) of the nth
PCA mode, and N is the total number of PCA modes
that are used for motion modeling. Three PCA weighting
coefficients were used for each XCAT dataset to build the
respiratory motion models for this work.
2.3.2. Optimization-based 3D image generation.
A 3D image can be produced from a single 2D x-ray
image by using a forward iterative reconstruction (FIR)
process to optimize the weights (wn(t)) in the PCA res-
piratory motion model so that the projection of the de-
formed reference CT image matches the observed x-ray
image. This deformed reference CT image (f) is created
by deforming the reference image (f0), with a displacement
vector field (DVF(w)) determined by the PCA weights. A
simulated x-ray image (P · f) can be produced by apply-
ing a projection matrix (P) to the deformed reference CT
image (f). An iterative minimization procedure is then
performed to match the simulated x-ray image (P · f ) and
the observed x-ray image (x) acquired during treatment
delivery:
min
w
J(w) =min
w
‖P · f (DVF(w), f0)− λ · x‖
2
2, (2)
where λ is a parameter defining the relative pixel intensity
between simulated x-ray projections and acquired x-ray
images, and J(w) is a cost function representing the L2-
norm (squared least squares) error between the simulated
and acquired x-ray image. A version of gradient descent
is used to minimize the cost function J(w) (eq. (2)). A
detailed description of the PCA coefficients optimization
can be found in the work of Li et al. [68, 71]. The re-
sulting deformed reference CT image (f) corresponds to
the optimized estimate of the 3D anatomy at the time of
the x-ray acquisition. A schematic representation of this
process is shown in fig. 3. This process is implemented in
a GPU-accelerated framework so that it can be performed
in real time.
2.3.3. Continuous volumetric image generation with an
external surrogate respiratory trace.
During radiotherapy treatments, it may not be possi-
ble or desirable to acquire kV images continuously due to
imaging dose or machine limitations. Thus, the framework
presented in fig. 3 is extended to continuously generate 3D
images in the time interval between each kV image acquisi-
tion. To accomplish this, we use the information provided
by an external respiratory surrogate to estimate the mo-
tion model PCA weights during the image acquisition 3
Figure 3: Forward iterative reconstruction (FIR) procedure for esti-
mating time-varying volumetric images from single x-ray projections.
In this work, a method was developed to use an external respiratory
surrogate to generate volumetric images in the 3-second time interval
elapsed between each acquired kV image.
seconds time interval. This is a non-invasive, non-ionizing
modality that provides the amplitude of a patient’s ab-
dominal motion with high time resolution (30 Hz).
A linear correlation model is developed between the
PCA weights, and the displacement and velocity of the sur-
rogate signal. These surrogate characteristics have been
shown to be complementary in characterizing respiratory
motion [74, 26]. For each kV image acquisition, the weight
of each PCA mode, wn, is determined by the procedure
described in section 2.3.2, and the correlation model is es-
tablished:
wn(t) = cn + fna(t) + gna˙(t) (3)
where a(t) is the amplitude of the external surrogate sig-
nal, and a˙(t) is its velocity. The parameters cn, fn and gn
are specific to each PCA mode of each patient’s motion.
The linear relationship between the first principal compo-
nent (w1) and the external surrogate amplitude and ve-
locity (a(t) and a˙(t)) is shown in fig. 4, and is represented
by the linear fitting surface. The first PCA component
has the most importance and primarily drives the motion
model, as seen in figs. 5 to 7. Correlation model generation
is performed on a per-fraction basis because of potential
inter-fraction changes in the correlation between internal
and external anatomy [36, 37, 38].
PCA weights periodically reconstructed with the FIR
process and PCA weights continuously generated with the
correlation model are shown as a function of the exter-
nal surrogate amplitude for phantom dataset #5 in fig. 5.
The same PCA weights, but as a function of the external
surrogate velocity, are shown in fig. 6. Finally, the PCA
weights as a function of time are shown in fig. 7.
2.4. Evaluation criteria
The tumor localization error is evaluated with the 95th
percentile and the RMSE between the tumor centroid lo-
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Figure 4: The weights of the first principal component of phantom
dataset #5 plotted as a function of the external surrogate amplitude
and velocity. The linear correlation model is represented by the
fitting surface.
Figure 5: Three PCA weights sets created from kV images (markers)
and generated with the correlation model (lines) as a function of the
external surrogate amplitude for phantom dataset #5.
cation in the reconstructed volumetric images and the
ground truth volumetric images. The tumor localization
error is estimated in the LR, AP, and SI directions, as well
as an absolute 3D positional difference, which provides a
geometric measure of the reconstruction accuracy.
As a benchmark for comparison, the FIR process was
also performed every 0.2 seconds, to simulate continuous
kV fluoroscopy for generating motion model reconstruc-
Figure 6: Three PCA weights sets created from kV images (markers)
and generated with the correlation model (lines) as a function of the
external surrogate velocity for phantom dataset #5.
Figure 7: Three PCA weights sets created from kV images (markers)
and generated with the correlation model (lines) as a function of
time (phantom dataset #5). The simulated kV image rate used
in the motion model for reconstruction is 1/3 Hz. The first PCA
component has the dominant motion contribution.
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tions. Comparing these results to the correlation model
(which uses imaging every 3 seconds) allows the accuracy
of the correlation method to be assessed in the context of
the overall performance of the image-based motion mod-
eling techniques.
3. Results
The correlation method’s performance was evaluated
by comparing the position of the tumor centroid in re-
constructed images to the tumor centroid position in the
ground truth phantom images for each dataset. Simulated
kV images were computed every 3 seconds to match the ac-
quisition rate of current radiotherapy clinical systems. The
image-based fitting procedure described in section 2.3.2
was used to generate periodic PCA weights, and continu-
ous correlation model PCA weights were determined using
the full external surrogate respiratory trace.
Using the correlation model, three-dimensional recon-
structions were computed every 0.2 seconds over the entire
respiratory trace duration. The average trace length was
155.8 seconds long (ranging from 46.7 to 292.0 seconds).
The motion in the datasets was primarily in the SI direc-
tion, and the average 3D motion amplitude was 1.7 cm.
The ground truth 3D tumor positions compared with the
reconstructed 3D tumor positions for a representative res-
piratory trace are shown in fig. 8.
The accuracy of the 3D tumor positions and the 3D
images reconstructed with FIR and the correlation model
(COR) for each phantom dataset is summarized in table 1.
The average 95th percentile 3D error between correlation
model-generated volumetric images and ground truth vol-
umetric images was 2.80 mm, and the RMSE was 1.47 mm
(results averaged over 10 different phantom datasets). On
average, tumor positions reconstructed using the correla-
tion model method were within 3 mm of the ground truth
position 94.6% of the time, and below 5 mm 99.1% of
the time. A plot of the cumulative 3D differences in tu-
mor location between the ground truth and the correlation
model for all generated images from dataset #5 is shown
in fig. 10. Comparison of the full volumetric ground truth
and correlation model generated images gives a NRMSE
of 97.83% (refer to table 1).
A baseline accuracy for the image-based reconstruc-
tion method was assessed by performing the FIR process
every 0.2 seconds to simulate near-continuous kV acquisi-
tion. This kV-based motion modeling technique was char-
acterized by an average 95th percentile accuracy of 1.58
mm and an average RMSE of 0.94 mm for the three di-
mensional tumor position reconstruction. This shows that
the tumor position reconstruction obtained with the FIR
process is better than a millimeter. When comparing the
ground truth and FIR generated volumetric images, the
NRMSE is 98.2% (refer to table 1).
Figure 8: Ground truth tumor positions in the LR, AP and SI di-
rections (plain black lines), alongside those created by the FIR algo-
rithm (markers) and by the correlation model (non-continuous col-
ored lines) (phantom dataset #5). The simulated kV image rate
used in the motion model for reconstruction is 1/3 Hz. The main
contribution to respiratory motion comes from the SI direction.
4. Discussion
This method provides a new way to continuously gen-
erate 3D images throughout a radiotherapy treatment by
establishing a correlation model between motion model
PCA weights determined from kV images (using informa-
tion from the internal anatomy) and the amplitude and
velocity of an external respiratory surrogate signal, which
inherently takes into account any changes in the correla-
tion between the internal and the external anatomy. This
technique uses data that are often already available during
treatments on conventional linear accelerators, and obvi-
ates the need to capture kV images at a high frame rate
in order to accurately perform motion model-based 3D
anatomical image reconstruction.
Several techniques to track the tumor position under
respiratory motion using fluoroscopic kV imaging have
been developed [75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 35, 81, 82], how-
ever the additional dose due to the continuous kV image
acquisition may be undesirable. The technique presented
in this work enables anatomic tracking using only peri-
odic kV imaging. Furthermore, by fitting a full motion
model (rather than tracking individual points), the entire
3D patient anatomy can be reconstructed, enabling deliv-
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XCAT
Dataset
Length
(seconds)
3D tumor position
reconstruction
under 1 mm (%)
3D tumor position
reconstruction
under 3 mm (%)
3D tumor position
reconstruction
under 5 mm (%)
3D tumor position
reconstruction
95thP (mm)
3D tumor position
reconstruction
RMSE (mm)
3D image
comparison
NRMSE (%)
FIR COR FIR COR FIR COR FIR COR FIR COR FIR COR
1 61.8 59.9 36.6 94.2 83.2 96.8 93.5 3.21 6.31 1.46 2.64 98.29 97.96
2 75.6 93.9 65.5 98.4 96.0 99.2 98.1 1.11 2.75 0.99 1.87 98.73 98.38
3 46.7 75.1 76.4 100 99.1 100 100 1.51 2.22 0.85 0.96 96.87 95.96
4 141.3 100 98.0 100 100 100 100 0.35 0.86 0.21 0.45 98.73 98.62
5 161.4 95.7 54.6 100 97.6 100 99.8 0.97 2.62 0.54 1.36 98.22 97.65
6 141.3 100 61.3 100 98.9 100 100 0.48 2.29 0.29 1.16 98.65 98.56
7 169.1 49.9 45.3 94.7 100 100 100 2.02 2.39 1.16 1.39 98.39 98.37
8 223.8 59.1 65.9 100 99.5 100 100 1.91 2.12 1.09 1.07 97.90 97.47
9 245.0 13.5 26.8 97.4 73.8 100 100 2.93 3.90 2.13 2.40 97.97 97.79
10 292.0 71.1 48.3 100 98.4 100 100 1.35 2.50 0.80 1.38 97.82 97.48
Average 155.8 71.8 57.9 98.5 94.6 99.6 99.1 1.58 2.80 0.94 1.47 98.16 97.83
Table 1: Three dimensional tumor positions over an average respiratory trace duration of 155.8 seconds are reconstructed with a 95th percentile
of 1.58 mm with FIR, and 2.80 mm with the correlation model (COR) (averaged over 10 datasets). The RMSE between ground truth and
FIR generated volumetric images is 0.94 mm with FIR, and the RMSE between ground truth and the correlation (COR) generated volumetric
images is 1.47 mm (averaged over 10 datasets). The voxel by voxel intensity volumetric image comparison yields a normalized root mean
squared error of 98.16% with FIR, and a NRMSE of 97.83% with the correlation model (COR) (averaged over 10 datasets).
Figure 9: The ground truth three dimensional tumor positions (plain
black curve) is displayed alongside the correlation model recon-
structed 3D tumor positions (dashed red curve), and the positions
determined from performing the FIR process on 1/3 Hz kV images
(cyan triangles) (phantom dataset #5), illustrating the ability of the
technique to reconstruct motion with high time resolution, even in
the presence of irregular breathing.
ered dose calculation.
The correlation model used in this work differs from
other techniques that have used internal-external correla-
tion [83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 37, 43, 44, 89, 90, 91] in that
it relates both the surrogate amplitude and velocity to the
PCA deformation vector fields in the motion model (as
opposed to correlating surrogate amplitude and target po-
sition). Consequently this technique tracks both tumor
Figure 10: Cumulative difference between the ground truth 3D tu-
mor positions and the 3D tumor positions reconstructed using the
correlation model (phantom dataset #5). For this dataset, the 95th
percentile is 2.62 mm, and the RMSE is 1.36 mm. When averaged
over all datasets, the 3D tumor position difference is below 2.80 mm
for 95% of the data, and below 3 mm for 94.6% of the data.
positions and also determines the deformation of the en-
tire patient’s anatomy, including nearby organs at risk.
The model can also be updated based on observed inter-
nal anatomy as more kV images are acquired. Addition-
ally, as this technique uses information from the entire kV
image (as opposed to just the tumor region), it does not
suffer from limitations on tumor size or distance to other
nearby structures that can often confound image-based tu-
mor tracking techniques [92]. As the cine 3D images pro-
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duced by this method are generated from deformations of
a reference 4DCT planning image, they are inherently co-
registered with known deformations. The DVFs produced
by the motion model can then be used to calculate and
accumulate the delivered dose to the patient, providing a
mechanism to compute the full delivered dose in the pres-
ence of respiratory motion during treatment.
The 3D tumor positions are reconstructed with an
average RMSE of 1.47 mm, which compares favorably
with other similar tracking methods that use both im-
ages and external surrogates (e.g. the Xsight Lung Track-
ing System, which has a precision of 1.5 mm to 4 mm
[40, 41, 93, 43, 44, 45]). Performing volumetric image re-
construction with the FIR process using high frame rate
kV images (0.2 second interval) yields an average RMSE
of 0.94 mm in the tumor position reconstruction. Compar-
ing to the results of the correlation model with a 3-second
imaging interval shows that although the accuracy of the
reconstruction decreases, the overall performance degrada-
tion (0.53 mm in the RMSE) is small compared to typical
respiratory motion amplitudes. Voxelwise intensity com-
parison of both the FIR-generated and correlation model-
generated volumetric images to the ground truth images
yields a similar NRMSE, indicating good agreement be-
tween the methods in regions outside of the tumor.
The use of XCAT phantoms enabled a detailed anal-
ysis of the full 3D accuracy of this technique. Although
the phantoms used in this study match clinically observed
respiratory patterns, the internal anatomic details of the
phantom are not fully representative of a real patient. This
could impact the performance of the deformable image reg-
istration as well as the fitting of the PCA weights from kV
images. Additionally, physical effects such as scatter or
imaging artifacts are not included in the image projec-
tion process. A full validation of this technique is cur-
rently undergoing with clinically acquired 4DCT and kV
images. However, the ground truth comparison provided
by this phantom study provides essential data to evaluate
the accuracy of our technique and will be required to bet-
ter understand results from the patient data analysis. As
prior studies have already demonstrated the performance
of kV-based PCA motion modeling techniques using clin-
ical patient images, we believe the results of this analysis
will generalize to clinically acquired imaging data.
It is important to note that the XCAT phantoms used
in this study are derived from tumor motion observed in
patients using orthogonal imaging of implanted fiducial
markers during radiotherapy treatments. Consequently,
the respiratory motion patterns observed (rate, amplitude,
variability) are true representations of the types of respi-
ratory motions that can occur during clinical treatments.
Furthermore, the external surrogate signal used for gener-
ating the correlation model was also recorded during treat-
ment (not derived from the XCAT phantoms). This means
that results presented in this work include any changes in
internal-external correlation.
The method presented in this work relies on a mo-
tion model built using DVFs generated from DIR between
phases of a pre-treatment planning image set. Any uncer-
tainties in these vector fields will be reflected in the motion
model, and thus the accuracy of the DIR method places a
limit on the precision of the generated images. Although a
demons algorithm [69] was used in this work, the method
presented could be based on any DIR technique. Using
registration techniques that may more accurately incor-
porate the biomechanical properties of respiratory motion
may lead to better results [94, 95]. Incorporating models
developed from pre-treatment 4DCBCT [25] rather than
a planning 4DCT may also improve the accuracy of the
method by compensating for day-to-day changes in pa-
tient respiratory motion that may differ from the plan-
ning 4DCT model during treatment. Compensating for
the changes in internal patient anatomy motion the occurs
between the time of planning and the time of treatment
could also be done by using subpopulation-based corre-
spondence modeling [96]. Moreover, some techniques have
been proposed to model respiratory motion without 4DCT
images obtained prior to treatment, which could further re-
duce the dose delivered to the patient in a clinical context
[97, 98].
This work uses a basic linear correlation model, and
although the results (RMSE of 1.47 mm) are in the range
expected for SBRT treatments, this technique could po-
tentially be improved by developing a correlation model
using a more advanced function or method, such as ma-
chine learning, neural networks [99, 100], nearest neigh-
bor method [101] or fuzzy logic [41]. Moreover, the linear
correlation model could be adjusted after every kV image
acquisition (at every 3 seconds) so that the continuous cor-
relation model generated PCA weights are forced to agree
with the periodic kV image derived PCA weights.
The maximum clinically available in-treatment imag-
ing rate on treatment machines at our institution is set
at 1 kV image every 3 seconds. We used this maximum
imaging frame rate in this study to assess the feasibility
of this technique (and because we routinely use imaging
intervals between 3-5 seconds to monitor motion in our
clinical practice). Changing the interval of kV images has
the potential to impact the accuracy of the correlation
model, and we plan to assess and optimize this rate in a
future study.
In this study, the correlation model built for each
dataset comes from the entire duration of the respira-
tory trace. However, the correlation between the internal
and external anatomy can potentially change with time
[36], and implementing a time-adaptive correlation model
that only uses a portion of the respiratory trace may im-
prove accuracy. Additional improvements such as includ-
ing the uncertainty in the FIR generation process within
the model fitting will be investigated in future work.
The continuous volumetric images produced with this
technique are inherently coregistered, as they are recon-
structed by determining a DVF relative to a reference im-
age. The high rate 3D anatomical image generation made
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possible with this technique allows to calculate accumu-
lated delivered dose during the fraction with more preci-
sion, especially if the planning doses were calculated on
the average intensity projection image, in which case dis-
crepancies from the original treatment plan will be made
apparent. Through this process, underdosage of the target
or overdosage of critical structures can be identified, and
corrected in subsequent fractions through treatment plan
adaptation.
5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated a new technique for contin-
uously generating dynamic volumetric images of patient
anatomy using periodic kV imaging in combination with
an external respiratory surrogate. The performance of
the method was assessed with 10 digital XCAT phantoms
that included clinically measured tumor positions and real
patient breathing patterns, which enabled a comparison
with ground truth tumor positions, demonstrating tumor
localization to better than 1.47 mm on average. Cor-
relation model generated volumetric images were recon-
structed with a NRMSE of 97.83% compared to the XCAT
phantom ground truth volumetric images.
This method is novel in its combination of kV image-
based PCA motion modeling with an external respiratory
surrogate amplitude and velocity for volumetric anatom-
ical image reconstruction, which inherently include any
changes in internal-external correlation. It enables mo-
tion modeling to be performed with high time resolution
on data that can be acquired on current clinical linear ac-
celerators (and in some cases is already routinely acquired
in clinical practice), without additional kV imaging. The
three-dimensional images produced using this technique
can be used to calculate delivered dose in the presence
of respiratory motion for thoracic and abdominal radio-
therapy treatments. This will provide an important tool
for treatment verification, delivered dose calculation, and
adaptive radiotherapy.
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